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Abstract
Higher bicycle mode share has been suggested as part of a solution to reduce the burden of congestion in urban areas. As strategies to promote cycling are implemented, concerns have been raised by some road users and stakeholders citing simulation-based traffic studies that indicate that an increase in the bicycle mode share generates major travel time delays via reduced vehicle speeds unless bicycle lanes are provided. The current research investigates the effects bicycles may have on motorized vehicle speeds on a variety of lower speed and volume urban roads without bicycle lanes. A detailed comparative analysis of passenger car speeds was performed using two vehicle scenarios: (i) a passenger car that was preceded by a bicycle; and (ii) a passenger car that was preceded by another passenger car. The mean and 85th percentile speeds of scenarios (i) and (ii) were analyzed using $t$-tests. Relationships between speed and gap times with oncoming (opposite direction) traffic were also investigated. The results indicate that, at most sites (92%), bicycles do not reduce passenger car mean speeds by more than 1 mph. Speed reductions are not generally observed in local streets or facilities with adequate gaps in oncoming traffic for overtaking.

Across the United States, cycling is a highly underused mode of transportation, with less than 1% of the commute mode share, on average (1). Even in cities such as Portland, OR, where 6.3% of workers commuted by bicycle in 2017 (2), there are opportunities to increase bicycle ridership. Portland is renowned throughout the United States for its cycling culture. The city continues to push forward projects to build a safe and well-connected network of bicycle facilities in the hope of reaching a 25% bicycle mode share by the year 2030 (3). As of 2019, there were 385 mi of bikeways in Portland. Shared roads are an integral component of this network, constituting 27% of the bikeway miles (2).

When roadway space is shared, differing performance capabilities between motor vehicles and bicycles along with the vulnerable nature of cyclists may create challenges to safety and mobility. Thus, it is generally preferred to segregate motor vehicles and bicycles by providing designated lanes. However, creating a separate infrastructure on every road is not feasible and often unnecessary. For example, roadways with speed limits less than approximately 35 km/h (22 mph) and average daily traffic (ADT) less than approximately 2,500 vehicles are candidates for mixed-traffic conditions according to Danish bikeway design guidance (4).

As cities like Portland experience a mode shift toward cycling, it is necessary to study the impacts this mode shift may have with respect to motorized travel on roads without bicycle lanes. Although there is a growing body of research related to vehicle–bicycle interactions, many of these studies focus on lateral positioning and passing behavior. There has been little empirical research pertaining to the effects bicycles might have on motor vehicle speed or travel time.

These relatively unstudied effects of bicycles on motor vehicle speed or travel time have been a subject of concern for some motorists. These motorists are concerned that unless bicycle lanes are implemented, bicycles will slow down motor vehicles. Motorists may interpret such speed reductions as confining their movement, leading to feelings of stress and the perception of congestion. Although a complex relationship exists between travel time and travel speed in urban areas (5, 6), research involving a simulated traffic study has prompted...
discussions that warn of travel time delays as the bicycle mode share increases if bicycle lanes are not installed (7, 8). Empirical evidence of this claim is lacking, however. Previous work by Schaefer et al. (9) has suggested that the presence of bicycles on low volume, low speed urban roads without bicycle lanes does not meaningfully reduce passenger car speeds at most sites that meet bikeway design guidelines for mixed-traffic roadways. However, this study (9) was limited to six 25-mph, rather homogeneous sites. Statistically significant differences in mean speed of more than 1 mph were only found at one site where speeds and traffic volumes exceeded those in the bikeway guidance for shared roads, and at another site with a significant grade. These results provided the motivation for a more extensive study using a more diverse set of data collection locations.

The current study significantly extends the previous study (9) by incorporating many study sites (40 locations and 75 directional speed data sets) and presenting more diversity with respect to traffic volumes, posted speed limit (PSL), roadway markings, functional classification, and grade. In addition, this study considers the potential effects of oncoming (opposite direction) traffic on motorists’ opportunities to overtake a cyclist. The results of this research are more widely applicable and may help guide decisions on the implementation of shared bikeways.

**Literature Review**

Shared roads or roads without bicycle lanes may contribute to a substantial portion of an urban bikeway network in some cities. As world leaders in cycling culture, the Danish have developed guidelines for when shared or mixed-traffic roads may be appropriate. The Cycling Embassy of Denmark suggests motor vehicle speeds should be less than 35 km/h (22 mph), and traffic volumes should be low (less than approximately 2,500 ADT) for mixed-traffic roadways (4). Similar guidelines are set forth by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), indicating shared facilities may be acceptable for urban roads with speeds less than 25 mph and volumes less than 3,000 ADT (10). The National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) advises a somewhat lower maximum motor vehicle volume of only 1,500 vehicles per day (11), but agrees with the Danish and FHWA range of maximum speeds for shared roads.

As cities continue to encourage cycling as a primary mode of transportation, the need for additional research into the impact of bicycles on traffic operations is highlighted, especially in mixed-traffic contexts. In particular, there appear to be relatively few studies in the traffic literature on the impact of vehicle–bicycle interactions on travel speed or delay.

Most existing studies on vehicle–bicycle interactions have focused on rider position in the roadway, lateral clearance when overtaking, or how these factors may influence safety. For example, research has been conducted on the effects of a cyclist’s helmet usage, clothing, and apparent gender on overtaking proximity (12, 13). Other studies have concluded that the presence of shared lane markings (also known as sharrow) encourages cyclists to ride in a more central lane position, which may improve their visibility (14, 15).

Lane position also affects the type of interference bicycles may impose on motor vehicles. A cyclist riding to the right of a wide lane may impose little friction interference to a passing motor vehicle, which may not need to reduce travel speed significantly if there is room to overtake safely. When a cyclist occupies a more substantial portion of the lane, at the center or left, block interference is more likely to occur, forcing the motorist to reduce their speed and wait for an opportunity to overtake (16).

When block interference occurs on a two-lane road, and a motorist desires to overtake, they must find an appropriate gap in oncoming (opposite direction) traffic. The decision to initiate a passing maneuver is guided by the required passing sight distance (PSD), which is a function of the speeds and lengths of the bicycle and motor vehicle, the headways between the bicycle and the motor vehicle before and after overtaking, a minimum clearance interval with oncoming traffic, and the overtaking motorist’s perception-reaction time (17).

The effects of block interference were demonstrated in a study using empirical data from three urban road sections in Beijing, China (16). Researchers found that as bicycle lane widths decreased or bicycle volumes increased, block interference was more likely to occur as a result of bicycles spilling into the motor vehicle lane, offering insufficient width for motor vehicles to pass. When no interference occurred, mean motor vehicle speeds ranged from 35.15 km/h to 41.56 km/h (21.84 to 25.82 mph). Mean speeds were reduced by between 17% and 21% under friction interference conditions. Under block interference, mean speeds were reduced by between 29% and 37%. The lane widths were stated to be 3.7 m (12 ft), but the PSL or the roadway volume was not indicated.

When empirical data are unavailable, simulations have been used to model vehicle–bicycle interactions. Oketch (18) designed a model to simulate heterogeneous traffic behavior on a two-lane road with 3-m (10 ft) lane widths. Model parameters included an average desired speed of 80 km/h (50 mph) and a flow of 1,000 vehicles per hour to simulate a typical urban arterial road. Compared with a homogeneous traffic stream of private cars, a simulation including 25% bicycles and 75% private cars showed a 36% decrease in capacity. A reduction in the mean free-flow speed was cited as the cause of the decreased
capacity. Note, however, that the model parameter values set for speed and traffic volume in this simulation are well outside of the mentioned bicycle design recommendations for mixed-traffic roadways.

Gosse and Clarens (8) also used simulations to quantify the effects of bicycles on travel time for a two-lane urban road. The simulations were based on a motor vehicle speed of 37.4 mph and used different combinations of values for motor vehicle lane widths, grades, and bicycle mode share percentages. The researchers concluded travel time delay costs were incurred when the bicycle mode share reached 10% as a result of a “stuck vehicle condition,” whereby shared travel lanes did not offer sufficient width for heavy vehicles to pass safely. A positive 4% grade magnified the effect of the stuck vehicle condition. Alternatively, when adequate space was provided for larger vehicles to pass, travel time delay costs were reduced with a 10% bicycle mode share. These simulation studies can be useful, but the parameters used to model the roadway or driver–cyclist interactions do not capture the full spectrum of real-world situations.

Data Collection
Traffic speed data collected from 2015 to 2019, obtained from the Portland Bureau of Transportation (BOT), was used to study the effects of bicycles may have on passenger car speeds on roads without bicycle lanes. Portland BOT regularly performs traffic data collection throughout the city using pneumatic tubes configured to measure speed and classify vehicles according to a modified FHWA Scheme F (19). Under the modified classification scheme, bicycles are considered class one vehicles, and passenger cars are considered class two. Pneumatic tubes are commonly used to perform short-term traffic counts. The accuracy of pneumatic tubes for counting and recording speeds of bicycles was investigated by Nordback et al. (20). The researchers found that the JAMAR brand tubes performed better than two other brands of classification counters tested and that manually computed bicycle speeds were in agreement with those reported by the JAMAR model. Portland BOT has been using these JAMAR brand tube counters for many years, and crews are skilled in the set-up and placement of these tubes to collect data for both motorized vehicles and bicycles. The data collection equipment records individual vehicles with an associated timestamp, accurate to the second, and speed in 1-mph increments. Bidirectional speed data were collected at 40 locations for a minimum of one full day. In some cases, only one direction of traffic was analyzed because of the number of observations required. This resulted in 75 data sets available for analysis.

All sites were located along two-way, two-lane urban roads without bicycle lanes in Portland. Sites were chosen to represent a variety of roadway characteristics. Considerations were made for roadway functional class, centerline marking, ADT, PSL, and grade. Local and urban collector roads were represented (with 39 and 36 data sets, respectively), and class two ADT ranged from fewer than 200 up to approximately 4,700 vpd. Parallel parking was permitted at all locations. Road widths ranged from 34 ft to 40 ft.

Dashed yellow center lines were present in 12 data sets, and double yellow center lines were present in two data sets. The remaining 61 data sets did not have a continuous center lane marking, but double yellow lines were present within approximately 40 ft of traffic control devices. Sharrows (shared lane markings) were also present along these streets. These data sets were collected from roadways designated as neighborhood greenways—roads with relatively low motorized traffic volumes and speeds, typically meeting the recommendations for mixed-traffic roads. Traffic calming, such as speed humps and mini traffic circles, are usually present along neighborhood greenways to deter speeding and cut-through traffic. Bicycles often comprise a significantly greater portion of the total traffic than the citywide average on these roads. The mean class one percentage for the 61 neighborhood greenway data sets was 43%, compared with an average of 3% for the remaining data sets.

Grades were estimated from a 10-ft interval contour map (21) and ranged between −5% and 5%. Two of the data sets had a speed limit of 30 mph, 39 data sets had a 25-mph speed limit, and 34 data sets had a 20-mph speed limit. Figures 1 to 3 provide representative street views of a neighborhood greenway local road, an urban collector with a dotted yellow centerline, and an urban collector with a double yellow centerline.

Pneumatic tubes for data collection count axles and cannot directly differentiate between motorized class one vehicles such as motorcycles or e-bikes and pedal bicycles. Motorcycles make up a small percentage of traffic and account for less than 1% of vehicle miles traveled (25, 26), and e-bikes still comprise a small fraction of bicycle sales in the United States (27, 28). Nonetheless, to prevent artificial inflation of bicycle speeds, histograms were used to filter out class one observations with speeds higher than would typically be expected of a pedal cyclist. Studies in the United States have reported average bicycle speeds ranging between 11 mph and 15.5 mph. Faster speeds were observed when traveling in bicycle lanes than on off-street paths (29, 30). It is also possible for more advanced cyclists and those riding on a downhill grade to reach speeds up to 30 mph (31). The class one speed histograms were examined in conjunction with the estimated road grade to ensure only observations with speeds reasonable for pedal cyclists were included. A typical example of a class one speed distribution...
presenting two modes, corresponding to lower speed bicycles and higher speed motorized class one vehicles is shown on the left of Figure 4. Note that the mode on the right side of this histogram coincides with this location’s PSL of 30 mph. After the data cleaning, the mean class one speed was equal to approximately 15 mph. The histogram on the right in Figure 4 is from a location with a 25-mph PSL, at which class one traffic is dominated by

Figure 1. Neighborhood greenway local street without a centerline: (left) SE Lincoln east of 48th, eastbound; and (right) westbound (22).

Figure 2. Urban collector with dotted yellow centerline: (left) NE Fremont east of 46th, eastbound; and (right) westbound (23).

Figure 3. Urban collector with double yellow centerline: (left) SE Division east of 33rd, eastbound; and (right) westbound (24).
bicycles. The mean class one speed for this data set was approximately 16 mph—slightly higher than the typical range as a result of a 1% downhill grade.

Analysis

On encountering a slower-moving bicycle from the rear, a motorist may be forced to reduce their speed until an opportunity to overtake presents itself. If roadway or traffic conditions do not provide sufficient opportunities for overtaking, delay may occur, and additional motor vehicles may begin to queue behind the cyclist. Based on this premise, observations of passenger cars (class two vehicles) belonging to one of two scenarios were selected from the data. The two scenarios are described as follows: in scenario (i), a passenger car was preceded by a bicycle (class one vehicle), and in scenario (ii), a passenger car was preceded by another passenger car. These data selections enable testing of the hypothesis that bicycles cause reduced passenger car speeds on roads without bicycle lanes because of friction or block interference.

The mean speeds of scenario (i) and scenario (ii) vehicles were compared using a two-sample t-test. The null hypothesis states that the difference between the mean speeds of scenario (ii) and scenario (i) is equal to 1 mph, $H_0: \mu_{i} - \mu_{ii} = 1$. The alternative hypothesis states that the mean speed of scenario (i) is less than the mean speed of scenario (ii) by more than 1 mph, $H_A: \mu_{i} - \mu_{ii} > 1$. Note that a difference of 1 mph was chosen to match the sensitivity of the data collection equipment, which records speeds in integer values, and also to use a metric that provides results that are “practically significant” instead of just “statistically significant” because a 1-mph difference is unlikely to be noticed by drivers. For $p < 0.05$, the null hypothesis is rejected. If $p \geq 0.05$, the sample data fail to reject the null hypothesis.

The 85th percentile speed is frequently used as a performance metric and a baseline for determining appropriate speed limits (32). For this reason, a modified t-test was performed with the 85th percentile speeds of scenario (i) and scenario (ii) vehicles. Details of the test can be found in Hou et al. (33). Similar to the hypothesis test of mean speeds, this null hypothesis states that the difference between the 85th percentile speeds of scenario (ii) and scenario (i) is equal to 1 mph, $H_0: z_{85, ii} - z_{85, i} = 1$. The alternative hypothesis states that the 85th percentile speed of scenario (i) is less than the 85th percentile speed of scenario (ii) by more than 1 mph, $H_A: z_{85, ii} - z_{85, i} > 1$. Again, for $p < 0.05$, the null hypothesis is rejected.

The availability of bidirectional data allowed for an investigation of how gaps in oncoming traffic may affect scenario (i) speeds. Henceforward, an “oncoming” vehicle travels in a direction that opposes the direction of travel of the bicycle. Under the assumption that a scenario (i) vehicle must occupy a portion of the oncoming lane to overtake a bicycle, opportunities for passing are dependent on the required PSD and, subsequently, gaps with oncoming traffic. PSD can be calculated as the sum of four distances, described as follows:

- the distance the passing vehicle travels during a one-second perception-reaction time;
- the distance traveled by the passing vehicle while occupying the oncoming (opposite direction of travel) lane;
- the clearance distance between the passing and oncoming vehicle that creates a 1-s gap; and
- the distance traveled by the oncoming vehicle during two-thirds of the time the passing vehicle occupies the oncoming lane (17).
The required PSD can be used to calculate the gap time with an oncoming vehicle that is necessary to overtake safely—the safe passing gap. In this analysis, the safe passing gap was calculated assuming an overtaking vehicle length of 19 ft, a bicycle length of 6 ft, a one-second gap between the overtaking vehicle and the bicycle before and after the maneuver, and an oncoming vehicle speed equal to the PSL. If the existing gap time between a scenario (i) vehicle that wishes to overtake and an oncoming vehicle is less than the safe passing gap, it is expected that a lower scenario (i) vehicle speed would result.

To determine if the presence of an oncoming vehicle may have suppressed a scenario (i) vehicle from initiating an overtaking maneuver, observations of oncoming vehicles arriving at the pneumatic tubes directly before and directly after a scenario (i) vehicle were extracted from the data. This data selection follows from the possibility of an oncoming vehicle that was suppressing a scenario (i) vehicle from overtaking to arrive at the tubes just before or after the scenario (i) vehicle. Bicycle observations were excluded from the oncoming data since they may not occupy the full width of the lane, thereby enabling an overtaking maneuver despite the presence of the oncoming vehicle. The observed gap times between the selected oncoming vehicles and the scenario (i) vehicle were calculated from the timestamps of the observations and compared with the safe passing gap.

The t-tests described above were first performed on all scenario (i) and scenario (ii) observations to provide an average baseline of expected speed changes throughout all hours of the day. The t-tests were then performed on three subsets of the data, and results were compared with the baseline conditions. The first subset of data included all scenario (ii) observations and retained only scenario (i) observations in which the existent gap times with the selected oncoming vehicles were greater than or equal to the safe passing gap. An existent gap with the selected oncoming vehicles greater than or equal to the safe passing gap would indicate that the scenario (i) vehicle was able to overtake the bicycle if so desired. The second subset of data included all scenario (ii) observations and only scenario (i) observations in which the existent gap times with the selected oncoming vehicles were less than the safe passing gap—suggesting the suppression of overtaking maneuvers. The third subset of data was limited to scenario (i) and scenario (ii) observations in which the gap times between the leading and following vehicles of the respective scenario—for example, the bicycle and passenger car for scenario (i)—was less than 10 s, representing conditions of more constrained flow. Scenario (i) and (ii) data subsets were excluded from the hypothesis testing if they contained fewer than 20 observations.

Results

Of the 75 data sets analyzed using all observations, only six (8%) were found to reject the null hypothesis stating that the mean speeds of scenarios (i) and (ii) were equal. Rejection of the null indicates that the mean speed of scenario (i) was more than 1 mph slower than the mean speed of scenario (ii) in these data sets. All six data sets were collected from urban collector roads. Table 1 provides details of the hypothesis test results for the six data sets that presented significant differences in mean speeds of more than 1 mph. The PSL, class one, and class two ADT, class one mean speed, grade, and type of road marking at these sites are also given in Table 1. Scenario (ii) mean speeds ranged from 1.6 to 3.3 mph higher than scenario (i) mean speeds.

When including all observations, only one of the 75 data sets, collected at eastbound Fremont west of 43rd in July 2019, was found to have a significant decrease in 85th percentile speeds of more than 1 mph for scenario (i) when compared with scenario (ii) \( (p = 0.01) \). Note that the 85th percentile speeds for scenario (i) and scenario (ii) were higher than the 20 mph PSL, at 23 mph and 26 mph, respectively. This data set also displayed mean speeds for scenario (i) that were approximately 3 mph slower than for scenario (ii) \( (p = 0.0) \).

### Table 1. Hypothesis Test Results for the Six Data Sets Using all Observations that Reject the Null Hypothesis of Equal Mean Speeds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>ADT</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSL</td>
<td>Class 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta E of 11th September 2016 WB</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton W of 14th September 2019 WB</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division E of 23rd July 2015 WB</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fremont W of 43rd July 2019 EB†</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William E of Mohawk July 2019 EB</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William E of Mohawk July 2019 WB</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: PSL = posted speed limit; ADT = average daily traffic; WB = westbound; EB = eastbound.

†A significant decrease of more than 1 mph in the 85th percentile speed was also observed in this data set.
The results of \( t \)-test for the mean speed on the first subset of data, in which the scenario (i) vehicle had an opportunity to overtake the bicycle (when observed time gaps between the scenario [i] and the selected oncoming vehicles were greater than or equal to the safe passing gap), indicate that significant speed reductions of more than 1 mph \((p < 0.05)\) were present in only four of the 75 data sets tested (5.3%). The \( t \)-test results on this data subset for the 85th percentile speeds revealed one data set in which a significant speed reduction occurred.

Within the second subset of data, in which the scenario (i) vehicle did not have a sufficient gap time with the selected oncoming vehicles to pass the bicycle safely, significant reductions in the mean speed of more than 1 mph were observed in six of the 60 data sets tested (10%). Six of the data sets also displayed significantly reduced 85th percentile speeds.

The third subset of data, including observations with gap times of less than 10 s between the lead and following vehicles in the respective vehicle scenarios, showed a higher proportion of the data sets tested had significantly reduced mean speeds of more than 1 mph as compared with the full data sets and the previous two subsets. A total of 24 out of 63 data sets tested (38%) rejected the null hypothesis for the mean speed \( t \)-test. Meanwhile, seven of these 63 data sets (11%) indicated a significant reduction of the 85th percentile speeds occurred.

The percentages of data sets suggesting significant speed reductions in the mean or 85th percentile speeds for all observations and the three subsets can be visualized in Figures 5 and 6. The results in these figures have been further categorized to show the percentages according to the functional class (Figure 5) and the neighborhood greenway status (Figure 6). Recall that the neighborhood greenways did not have continuous centerlines, but dashed or double yellow centerlines were present on the non-neighborhood greenways. Thus, the neighborhood greenway categories also represent the presence of centerline categories. It should also be noted that all local roads in this study were also neighborhood greenways, but not all neighborhood greenways were local roads.

The results shown in Figures 5 and 6 suggest that for most categories, mean and 85th percentile speeds were less likely to be reduced by more than 1 mph when the observed gap times between the scenario (i) and selected oncoming vehicles were sufficient for passing the bicycle (i.e., greater than or equal to the safe passing gap) compared with when the gap times with the oncoming vehicles were insufficient for passing (less than the safe passing gap). The non-neighborhood category (where centerlines are present) displays an exception to this pattern when considering mean speeds (Figure 6). A higher percentage of data sets indicated significantly reduced mean speeds occurred when gaps with oncoming vehicles were greater than or equal to the safe passing gap (29%) compared with when the gaps with oncoming vehicles were less than the safe passing gap (21%). Smaller gap times between the leading and following vehicles of the respective scenarios, representing more constrained flow conditions, also appear to increase the likelihood of significantly reduced mean or 85th percentile scenario (i) speeds.

In addition to these observations on the three data subsets, differences were found within the functional class and neighborhood greenway status categories. A higher

---

**Figure 5.** Percentage of data sets tested indicating significant speed reductions for all observations and three subsets, according to functional classification.

Note: L = local; UC = urban collector.
percentage of non-neighborhood or urban collector data sets displayed significantly reduced speeds, compared with neighborhood greenways or local roads for all subsets of data.

Discussion

Based on the results of the t-tests comparing the speeds of passenger cars following bicycles (scenario [i]) and passenger cars following other passenger cars (scenario [ii]), there is little evidence to suggest that bicycles lead to a practical reduction (>1 mph) in passenger car speeds on low volume, low speed urban roads without bicycle lanes under general operating conditions.

In traffic literature, free-flow speeds are defined as those occurring when a vehicle is traveling uninhibited by the preceding vehicle. A gap time between vehicles greater than 4 to 6 s is typically used as a threshold to identify vehicles in free-flow conditions. When motorized vehicles are forced to follow a slower-moving bicycle under inhibited flow conditions, it is expected that mean and 85th percentile speeds will be reduced. This is demonstrated by the results of the t-tests on data sets limited to observations with gap times of less than 10 s between the leading and following vehicles of the respective scenarios. Within this data subset, a somewhat higher percentage of significantly reduced mean or 85th percentile speeds were observed than when all observations were tested.

When overtaking opportunities are sufficiently abundant, a passenger car approaching a bicycle from behind may not need to reduce their speed significantly for a meaningful amount of time. Thus, the overall speed of traffic would be largely unaffected. This outcome is evidenced by the results of the t-tests performed when scenario (i) data were subset according to the potential for an opportunity to overtake the bicycle. When the gap times between the scenario (i) and the selected oncoming vehicles were greater than or equal to the safe passing gap, a lower percentage of data sets showed evidence that scenario (i) mean or 85th percentile speeds were reduced by more than 1 mph, compared with when the gap times with oncoming vehicles were less than the safe passing gap.

Overall, the t-test results produced limited evidence that passenger car speeds are reduced on these lower volume, low speed, urban roads without bike lanes. Mean or 85th percentile speed reductions of more than 1 mph appear to occur less frequently on local functionally classed roads and neighborhood greenways, which prioritize active travelers and typically have high bicycle volumes. The unique characteristics of the neighborhood greenways may play an additional role in speed behavior by communicating to motorists and setting the expectation of encountering a cyclist, leading to lower overall motorized speeds.

When all observations were considered, only six of the 75 data sets analyzed (8%) indicated that scenario (i) mean speeds were significantly lower than scenario (ii) by more than 1 mph. Differences in mean speeds for scenario (i) and scenario (ii) in these data sets ranged from 1.6 to 3.3 mph. Only one of these data sets demonstrated a significant difference in 85th percentile speeds when all observations were analyzed. A few common characteristics were present in these data sets that may have contributed to the difference in speeds. All six data sets were...
collected from urban collector roads, and the 85th percentile speeds for both vehicle scenarios were all in excess of the PSL. Additionally, a high percentage (38% to 58%) of class two vehicles exceeding the PSL was observed within these data sets. Grade did not appear to be a significant factor, however. At five of the sites, the presence of centerlines and class two ADT greater than is recommended by Danish bikeway design guidance for shared roads may have influenced motorists' decisions to overtake. Larger speed differentials were observed between bicycles and passenger cars in two data sets, likely causing motorists to decrease speed when overtaking on account of safety. The PSL at these two sites also exceeded the recommendations of the bikeway design guidance, and the decreased scenario (i) speeds provide additional evidence of the design guidance applicability. One site, westbound Clinton west of 14th, differed somewhat from the other five sites. At this location, a centerline is absent, and priority is given to bicycles, which comprise nearly 63% of the total traffic. The class two ADT and PSL for this data set were within the acceptable range for shared roads. Speed humps are present throughout this segment of the roadway at roughly 400 to 500-ft intervals to calm traffic. Motorists may choose to delay overtaking a bicycle because of the presence of a downstream speed hump and the nature of braking and accelerating associated with it. A traffic signal is also present at a T-intersection approximately 425 ft downstream of the data collection location. This distance was insufficient for overtaking according to the calculated PSD for 67% of the scenario (i) observations, likely forcing motorists to delay overtaking until the intersection was cleared.

The hypothesis tests were not conducted separately for peak hours because of the typically low volumes throughout all hours of the day at most sites. However, peak hours had previously been calculated as the eight consecutive 15-min intervals (2 h in total) with the highest passenger car counts. Peak hours for same-direction and opposing-direction traffic were found to overlap in just 16 of the 75 data sets. Because of the directionality that was generally present with the peak-hour traffic, likely allowing larger oncoming gaps and more opportunities for overtaking, it is possible that little to no additional impact on speeds would be observed during a peak-hour analysis. This conjecture, as well as the possible effects of vehicle platooning or traffic signal progression, could be further investigated in future research.

Conclusions

This research has provided a detailed comparative analysis of passenger car speeds using two vehicle scenarios: (i) a passenger car that was preceded by a bicycle, and (ii) a passenger car that was preceded by another passenger car. This research addressed the limitations of a previous study (9) by incorporating a significant number of study sites displaying a wide variety of characteristics with respect to functional class, grade, traffic volume and composition, and PSL. As the bicycle mode share continues to grow, it will be increasingly important to design and maintain robust networks of bicycle facilities, and these results indicate that shared roads can contribute substantially to those networks while preserving the travel speed of motorized vehicles.

The mean and 85th percentile speeds of the two vehicle following scenarios were compared using t-tests. These t-tests were performed on all observations and three subsets of the data to investigate the effects of overtaking opportunities within oncoming traffic and inhibited flow conditions. The results of the analyses presented within this paper predominantly indicate that bicycles are unlikely to lead to reduced passenger car speeds on urban roads without bicycle lanes that meet the design guidelines for shared roadways.

When all observations were considered, a small percentage of data sets did show evidence of significantly different mean speeds, but a significant difference in 85th percentile speeds was only observed in one of the 75 data sets. Overall, the results of the hypothesis testing suggest that scenario (i) speeds are less likely to be reduced by more than 1 mph on streets that are designated as neighborhood greenways or those that carry a local functional classification.

Even if speed reductions are statistically significant, this does not necessarily imply that these reduced speeds have a meaningful impact on travel time. The relationship between travel time and speed is relatively complex, and road users in urban areas generally overestimate the actual time savings associated with higher travel speeds (5, 6). Traffic signals and stop signs are more likely to increase motorists’ travel time in streets that meet the guidelines for mixed-traffic roadways. Future studies, like (34), that account for each vehicle’s travel time between successive data collection locations, can provide additional information about the main sources of delay in low speed, low volume urban roads with a high percentage of active travelers. It is also important to study how vehicle speeds affect cyclists’ comfort and stress levels (35).
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